Abstract: Dynamical systems techniques are exploited to assess the quality of switching control strategies leading to sliding model controllers (SMC). A boost converter controlled by SMC through a washout filter is considered. The crucial role of possible bifurcations in the ideal sliding dynamics is stressed. The possible reduction of the 3D-sliding dynamics to that of certain topologically equivalent planar standard vector field is emphasized so that the existence of Hopf bifurcations in the ideal sliding dynamics can be rigorously shown. Both a deeper insight in the global behavior of the controlled system and valuable design criteria are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
In the analysis of nonlinear control systems, as dynamical systems, one naturally looks first for constant solutions associated to equilibrium points, since one of these equilibria is the desired operating point. In fact, other invariant sets for the dynamics, namely limit cycles, homoclinic or heteroclinic connections, are also relevant from the point of view of robustness issues and global dynamics. Once designed a controller, the occasional separation of parameters from their nominal values can lead to dramatic changes in the dynamical behavior through different bifurcations, see for instance Kuznetsov [2004] . Thus, the parameter ranges where the local (and global, hopefully) dynamics is satisfactory should be found out. Extremes of these parameter ranges are typically bifurcation values: the determination of such critical parameter values and the characterization of the involved bifurcations are crucial to get a perspective of the dynamical behavior to be expected. Roughly speaking, the parameter nominal values farther from their critical values, the system is more robust.
The geometric theory of dynamical systems and in particular bifurcation theory for smooth systems have achieved a rather satisfactory maturity degree in the last decades. This is not the case for discontinuous or non-smooth differential systems, even the research effort is nowadays increasing, see Kuznetsov et al. [2003] , di , di . In the case of sliding mode control, few practitioners are aware of the information that can be gained through the bifurcation analysis of the sliding dynamics, perhaps due to the difficulties arising in the analysis of the sliding vector field.
In this paper, we take advantage of a methodology previously developed in Pagano and Ponce [2010] , to facilitate ⋆ This work was supported in part by the spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation under grant MTM2009-07849 and by CNPqNational Council for Scientific and Technological development/Brazil under grant PQ-311938/2009-4. the quoted analysis and qualify the robustness of a sliding mode controller for a boost converter, using a more realistic model than those previously analyzed in the literature (see Sira-Ramírez [2006] ). As usual in bifurcation analysis, we pay attention mainly to stability and robustness issues. Once defined the control strategy through a washout filter, we arrive at a 3D discontinuous dynamical system; the relevant dynamics is to be confined to the sliding surface, which is in fact a plane. Next, it is shown how to reduce the dimensional sliding dynamics to another topologically equivalent dynamics determined by a standard planar vector field, getting so practical design criteria to choose control parameters. The existence of a subcritical Hopf bifurcation in the sliding dynamics is rigorously shown, in a similar way to what happens for a different, less efficient control system, see Ponce and Pagano [2009a,b] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a short review of the relevant concepts in the analysis of discontinuous control systems through dynamical systems theory and bifurcation theory, fixing also the notation to be followed in the rest of the paper. Next, in Section 3 we recall the model of the boost converter and the proposed sliding mode controller. In Section 4, we show how the methodology proposed permits to arrive at useful design criteria. Some conclusions are offered in last section.
SMC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION
In this section, we introduce the notation followed through the paper along with some elementary concepts about discontinuous control systems, see Pagano and Ponce [2010] for more details. We start by considering affine control systems of the forṁ x = f (x) + g(x)u (1) where x ∈ R n and the functions f (x) and g(x) = 0, are smooth and the control signal u is supposed to be a scalar discontinuous function. Assume a smooth non-constant scalar function h : R n → R that defines the discontinuity manifold Σ = {x ∈ R n : h(x) = 0}, supposed to be regular, that is, ∇h(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ R n , and splitting the state space into two open regions S − = {x ∈ R n : h(x) < 0} and S + = {x ∈ R n : h(x) > 0}. Accordingly, the switching control law is taken
where u (±) are scalar smooth functions of x (typically constant ones) to be later specified. System (1) endowed with the control law (2) defines the non-smooth vector field
As usual, we look for a stable operating pointx, belonging to the discontinuity manifold Σ. We will need the derivative of h along the different orbits when extended continuously to the boundary of the open regions S (±) , that is, the orbital derivative of h or Lie derivative given
, for all x ∈ S − = S − ∪ Σ and the corresponding one for all x ∈ S + = S + ∪ Σ. Then it is natural to define the crossing part of Σ as the Σ- 
where the two vector fields from both sides out of Σ push orbits towards Σ. Clearly, points in Σ as satisfy
A first goal is to define the controller for the desired operating pointx to belong to Σ as . The two conditions in (4) are not sufficient for stability purposes however, since there appears in Σ s a sliding dynamics induced by the interaction of the two vector fields. For robustness purposes, as stressed in the introduction, we must know as deeper as possible this sliding dynamics around the point x ∈ Σ s and its possible bifurcations.
According to (Filippov [1988] ) the sliding dynamics induced by the discontinuous vector field (1)-(2), see also Sedghi [2003] , is given by the vector field
where for each x ∈ Σ s the value of λ should be selected such that L fs h(x) = ∇h(x), f s (x) = 0. Imposing such condition, the sliding vector field becomes
Note that f s (x) = f (x) + g(x)u eq where
is the so called equivalent control, see Utkin [1992] . We note that the transversality condition L g h(x) = 0 is a necessary condition for the existence of u eq .
Discontinuous system (1) inherits the equilibria of each vector field f ± (x), which can be real or virtual equilibria. In particular, we call (i) admissible or real equilibrium points to both the solutions of f − (x) = 0 that belong to S − and the solutions of f + (x) = 0 that belong to S + ; (ii) virtual equilibrium points are both the solutions of f − (x) = 0 that belong to S + , and the solutions of f + (x) = 0 that belong to S − . Virtual equilibria are not true equilibrium points, but they can play a role in the dynamics for the corresponding region.
Regarding now the dynamical system corresponding to the vector field f s (x) induced on the sliding set Σ s , and following Kuznetsov et al. [2003] we call pseudoequilibrium points to the solutions of f s (x) = 0, with x ∈ Σ s . Pseudo-equilibrium points are, in some sense, almost true equilibria for system (1).
, and from (3) Another interesting possibility from the point of view of bifurcation analysis is the appearance of boundary equilibrium points, that is, solutions of f − (x) = 0 or f + (x) = 0 that simultaneously satisfy h(x) = 0. Such boundary equilibrium bifurcations give rise to changes in the sliding dynamics, and can be responsible for the appearance or disappearance of pseudo-equilibrium points, see for instance di . When boundary equilibrium bifurcations are not possible, pseudo-equilibrium points can also enter or escape from the attractive sliding set Σ as through singular sliding points, see Section 3.
The ideal sliding dynamics is governed by the vector field (7) and typically involves fractional expressions with nonconstant denominators. We note that from (5)
so that, as usuallly u
we can assume that L g h(x) < 0 in Σ as , the attractive part of Σ s . Then, the following result easily follows. Proposition 1. Under the assumption L g h(x) < 0 for all x ∈ Σ as , the de-singularized sliding vector field
and the sliding vector field (7) are topologically equivalent in Σ as , that is they have identical orbits and the systems are distinguished only by the time parametrization along the orbits. Therefore, pseudo-equilibria of (7) are also equilibria for (10) and the discontinuity manifold Σ remains invariant under the flow generated by f ds .
Furthermore, if x is a singular sliding point of the vector field (7), that is,
, then it is a standard equilibrium point for the de-singularized sliding vector field, so that f ds (x) = 0.
Proof. See Pagano and Ponce [2010] .
The mathematical expression of the de-singularized sliding vector field (10) is normally much easier to deal with than (7). Furthermore, the invariance of Σ under the flow determined by f ds allows us to reduce the dimension of the problem by one, to be usually done by projecting the dynamics in Σ onto one of the coordinate planes, see Section 4. Once assured the attractive character of Σ as , we can focus our attention on the f ds -dynamics on Σ, and specially on Σ as . Equivalently, we could start by analyzing such dynamics on Σ pas , which is less-dimensional by one. The usefulness of this methodology becomes clarified in next sections.
CONTROLLING THE BOOST CONVERTER
The control of boost converters is a good exponent of the usefulness of bifurcation analysis in the design of non-smooth controllers. In Ponce and Pagano [2009b] an integral SMC was analyzed and some explanation for its possible chaotic behavior was given. Here, we continue the analysis of Pagano and Ponce [2010] using the more realistic model that includes the effect of nonideal inductances. The basic circuit topology of the DC-DC boost converter is shown in Fig.1 , where R stands for a resistive load and E > 0 represents the voltage source. The voltage v out across R is the system output which should be driven to a regulated desired value v out > E.
There are two switching elements in this circuit, to be represented by discrete variables. The value of q 1 ∈ {0, 1} stands for the state of the MOSFET, and the variable q 2 ∈ {0, 1} corresponds to the diode state. The simultaneous conduction of the diode and the transistor is not possible: thus, the possible states for (q 1 , q 2 ) reduces to E 1 = (1, 0), E 0 = (0, 1), and E D = (0, 0). Possible transitions are (E 1 , E 0 ), (E 0 , E 1 ), (E 0 , E D ), and (E D , E 1 ). Here we will not study the last two possibilities related with the so called Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM), which leads to other possible scenarios, see for instance Ponce and Pagano [2009b] . The alternation of E 0 and E 1 structures leads to the Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) of operation, with a non-null inductance current at any time.
We take the inductor current i L and the capacitor voltage v C as state variables (the voltage output v out on the load R is given by v C ), and use the change of variables and parameters
Therefore we obtain the realistic dimensionless model
where q 1 , q 2 ∈ {0, 1} (not simultaneously equal to 1; it is assumed that whenever one of the two discrete q-values is 1 the other is 0) and, due to the topology of the circuit, the states are constrained to x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0. The discrete variable q 2 depends both on q 1 and the value of the states:
it vanishes whenever q 1 = 1 and also when q 1 = 0 but x = 0 simultaneously with y > 1; otherwise, q 2 = 1.
We will endow the above circuit with a washout filter in order to achieve the usual control objectives, namely: (i) to regulate the desired value of the output voltage to y = y r > 1 in steady state; (ii) to ensure robustness under parameter variations (mainly, we must pay attention to the change of a produced by load changes of R); and (iii) to minimize as much as possible the transient response when a varies. A washout filter is a high-pass linear filter that washes out steady-state inputs while passing transient inputs (Lee and Abed [1991] , Wang and Abed [1995] ) and seems more efficient than the integral SMC considered in Ponce and Pagano [2009b] . We suppose that the inductor current x can be filtered to get a new signal x F , and that the transfer function of the washout filter is
where w denotes the reciprocal of the filter constant and x F is the filter output. Thus we must add to the above model the differential equationż = w(x − z), where z is a new state that satisfies the output equation
Now, for x = (x, y, z) ∈ R 3 we take the switching surface Σ = {x ∈ R 3 : h(x) = y − y r + k(x − z) = 0}, where y r is the desired normalized voltage and k is a control parameter to be adequately adjusted. We adopt the control law u = 1 − q 1 , so that u − = 0 if h(x) < 0, while u + = 1 when h(x) > 0. Therefore, the complete CCM model of the system with this SMC control law is built by combining the two vector fields
according to the sign of h(x). Note that f (x) = f − (x) and
The equilibrium points for the vector fields f + and f − (to be admissible or virtual, depending on their position with respect to Σ) are
, and e − = 1 b , 0, 1 b respectively. Obviously the last point cannot be considered in the case b = 0. From 1 + ab > 1 and y r > 1, we have h(e + ) < 0, so that e + is a virtual equilibrium point. However h(e − ) = −y r < 0, and then e − is a real or admissible stable equilibrium point, with negative eigenvalues −b, −a and −w. In principle this is not good for our purposes but, since b is rather small, it is far from the desired operating point, and so the SMC strategy can lead to another attractor with a sufficiently big basin of attraction, as it will be seen below.
The sliding vector field and its desingularization
Equation (7) shows that the sliding vector field is (12) to be used only within the attractive set Σ as , where the two involved vector fields push orbits towards Σ. Here, Σ as is defined by the condition h(x) = 0, along with the
From its last component, equilibria for f s satisfy x = z, and then the condition h = 0 assures that y = y r as desired; furthermore, their x-coordinate must be a solution of the quadratic bx 2 − x + ay r 2 = 0. If b = 0 there is only one pseudo-equilibrium point at p = (ay r 2 , y r , ay r 2 ). When b > 0 there appear two pseudo-equilibrium points
where we have introduced the auxiliary value 0 < γ < 1, such that γ 2 = 1 − 4aby r 2 . The desired operating point in the non-ideal inductance case is p − , which clearly satisfies p − → p as b → 0. Note that for the existence of the operating point we must assume necessarily the design conditions ab = r L R < 1 4 , and 1 < y r < 1
For instance, a reference typical set of circuit parameters is E = 48V; V out = 96V; R = 40Ω; L = 1.4 mH; C = 10µF; and r L = 0.1183 Ω. This gives for the dimensionless boost model a = 0.2958; b = 0.01; y r = 2. Then 1/ √ 4ab ≈ 9.1932 and γ 2 = 1 − 4aby r 2 ≈ 0.95267 so that γ ≈ 0.97605 and 19754, 2, 1.19754) .
To study the steady state dynamics of the controlled system and its possible bifurcations, we will use Proposition 1 and start from (10) by writing the topologically Σ asequivalent de-singularized version of (12), that is,
which possesses the same equilibrium points than (12) but also some others out of Σ as satisfying the condition x − ky = 0, to be considered later.
THE EQUIVALENT PLANAR VECTOR FIELD
The analysis is much easier, as stressed before, if we project the orbits of (14) onto the plane z = 0, by considering only the first two component of the vector field and eliminating z from the condition h(x) = 0. We arrive so to the planar vector field ẋ y
to be significative only in Σ pas , projection of Σ as , namely
System (15) has not only the equilibrium points corresponding with the projections of those for (12), but also there appear new ones through the desingularization process, namely the origin and
The last point comes from the sliding singular point at the corner of the boundary of Σ as , as predicted by Proposition 1. Note that both new equilibria are located on the line x − ky = 0. We will not analyze these two points in detail because they are out of Σ pas . It should be noticed however, that these additional equilibria help to understand the global dynamics in Σ pas , as shown below. (15) can be deduced from the Jacobian matrix. Since we have always y = y r , we obtain the determinant D(x, y r ) = w(1−2bx)(ky r − x), and trace T (x, y r ) = (w + 2b)x − 2aky r − 1. Standard local stability conditions will require (i) D(x, y r ) > 0 and (ii) T (x, y r ) < 0. Next, we do a bifurcation analysis by assuming all the parameters fixed excepting k and a. We first see the case b = 0, which is less involved.
Ideal inductance case (b = 0)
Here the design conditions (13) are automatically fulfilled, and the desired operating point is (x, y) = (ay r 2 , y r ). First, we check the conditions for the equilibrium to be in Σ pas given in (16), namely 0 < k − ay r < ky r − ay 2 r = y r (k − ay r ). Both inequalities hold whenever k > ay r , so that this is a necessary design condition. In fact, at k = ay r there appears a transcritical bifurcation where the two points (ay r 2 , y r ) and (x d , y d ) collide. The pseudoequilibrium point p enters the region Σ as as a result of this bifurcation, after passing through the singular sliding point q d , the corner of Σ as . In our reduced differential system (15) however, this bifurcation is standard. Note that for ay r < k we already have D(ay 2 r , y r ) > 0. Apart from ay r < k, the stability conditions also require
that comes from T (ay 2 r , y r ) < 0. In short, the local stability of p asks for ay r < k, ay r (wy r − 2k) < 1.
A specific bifurcation set in the parameter plane (k, a) is depicted in Fig. 2 , showing the straight line k = ay r (labelled T, and drawn in red) that corresponds to D(ay 2 r , y r ) = 0 and the H sub curve corresponding to T (ay 2 r , y r ) = 0. At the points of the H sub curve, it is rigorously shown in the Appendix that a subcritical Hopf bifurcation takes place. Thus, at the right of this curve, we have the (local) stability operating region, i.e. a stable pseudo-equilibrium point surrounded by an unstable limit cycle. The H sub curve intersect the T-curve in two different non-tranversal Bogdanov-Takens co-dimensiontwo points, which organize almost all the bifurcations shown. The limit cycle dies in the right line of homoclinic connections HC which joins both codimension-two points. Such curve of homoclinic connection bifurcations can be obtained by numerical continuation software like AUTO. (1.1832, 2, 1.1832) becomes stable after a Hopf bifurcation for k > k c ≈ 4.1548. A value of k around 6 would be much better, since the basin of attraction bounded by the unstable limit cycle is bigger. We could take even greater values of k to the right of HC curve. In any case we should first analyze the effect in the dynamics of possible excursions out of Σ, by entering in the Discontinuous Current Mode, see Ponce and Pagano [2009b] .
Real inductance case
Now the design conditions (13) should be assured in order to get the possibility of pseudo-equilibria. The two equilibria p ± which are born for a = a SN = 1/(4by 2 r ), that is for γ = 0, are equal for a = a SN to separate for a < a SN . At the critical value both have x = 1/(2b) and after substituting in (16) we have
so that the equilibria are born within Σ pas only if k > 1/(2by r ). Thus we have a fold bifurcation of pseudoequilibria in Σ pas at a = a SN whenever k > 1/(2by r ).
We now check the possibility of entering or escaping the set Σ pas for each equilibrium point separately. For both points we have x(1 − bx) = ay 2 r , and since inequalities in (16) lead to 0 < ay r (ky r − x)/x < ky r − x, each projected pseudo-equilibrium point belongs to Σ pas if and only if ay r < x < ky r .
The first inequality is always satisfied for both points p (±) , after simple algebraic manipulations leading to the equivalent condition 1±γ < 2y r . Regarding the second inequality, it should be noticed that when satisfied the equilibrium corresponding with p − has positive determinant, being the determinant negative for p + . Thus the last point cannot be stable within Σ pas and will not be considered anymore. For the operating point p − , easy computations show that it belongs to Σ pas for a < a SN whenever k > 2ay r or, if k < 2ay r when by r k 2 − k + ay r < 0, that is for parameter values to the right of the half-parabola in Fig. 3 . At the points of this curve we have transcritical bifurcations: the operating point enters Σ pas through its corner q d .
Recalling the condition for the trace, the local stability of p − requires k > k c , where
For moderate values of a, this stability condition is again fulfilled through a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, as shown in the Appendix. Thus, when p − becomes stable there is one unstable limit cycle surrounding the point in Σ as . This limit cycle defines within Σ as the basin of attraction of the pseudo-equilibrium point so that its stability is only local. Similar to the b = 0 case, the H sub curve intersect the T-curve in two different non-transversal Bogdanov-Takens co-dimension-two points.
A significative bifurcation set in the parameter plane (k, a) is shown in Fig. 3 . Only the bifurcation curves relevant for p − are drawn. There the straight line (dashed line) γ = 0 corresponds with the saddle-node bifurcation (SN) at a = 1/(4by r 2 ). The stability parameter region lies to the right of the H sub curve (in blue) and below the transcritical bifurcation semi-parabola (in red).
A qualitative reduction in the stability parameter region for the case b > 0, when comparing the two bifurcation sets of Figs. 2 and 3, should be noticed. In particular, such region turns out to be bounded with respect to admissible values of the parameter a. In any case, a robust design requires to fix the operating point within the parameter stability region and sufficiently far from the bifurcation boundaries of this region. While the parameter a has a nominal value subjected to the possible variations that appear from external perturbations (load changes, mainly), the parameter k is to be chosen in advance by the designer. For this task, the above bifurcation sets constitute essential tools.
CONCLUSION
A useful methodology based on bifurcation theory to determine the stability and robustness of sliding mode controllers has been illustrated through a realistic problem. New concepts have been exploited; in particular, the de-singularized sliding vector field and its dimensional reduction via projection have been shown to be crucial for alleviate the computational effort for the analysis. The determination of the corresponding bifurcation sets leads to practical rules for choosing parameters in order to achieve a robust control design. In looking for both global stability conditions and performance in transient responses, we are not done: chattering avoiding devices, for instance, are needed. Anyway, the bifurcation analysis must not be underestimated since leads to a considerable insight about the dynamics of sliding mode controllers and how to modify it.
